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ON THE RELATION BETWEEN OPEN AND CLOSED
TOPOLOGICAL STRINGS
ANTON KAPUSTIN AND LEV ROZANSKY
Abstract. We discuss the relation between open and closed string
correlators using topological string theories as a toy model. We
propose that one can reconstruct closed string correlators from the
open ones by considering the Hochschild cohomology of the cate-
gory of D-branes. We compute the Hochschild cohomology of the
category of D-branes in topological Landau-Ginzburg models and
partially verify the conjecture in this case.
1. Introduction and Summary
There exist different viewpoints on the question whether closed or
open strings are more fundamental. The more popular viewpoint is that
closed strings are simpler (because one does not have to make a choice
of a boundary condition) and therefore more fundamental. In this view,
the central problem is to classify D-branes and construct open-closed
string correlators for a given closed string theory. In practice, com-
plete classification is possible only in very simple (mostly topological)
examples. The opposite viewpoint is supported by the observation that
closed String Field Theory is vastly more complicated than the open
one. While in the open-string case the classical action is cubic [41],
in the closed-string case it is non-polynomial [37, 26]. To write down
the open SFT action, one has to specify an associative product on the
space of states, a differential (i.e. a BRST operator), and an invariant
scalar product. Deformations of the closed-string background change
these data, so there is a map from the space of closed-string states to
the space of infinitesimal deformations of the open string theory.
One difficulty with the first viewpoint is that it is not clear if the
spectrum and properties of D-branes are uniquely determined by the
closed string theory. In other words, there may exist D-branes which
are perfectly consistent by themselves, but mutually incompatible, in
the sense that it is not possible to define states which correspond to
open strings stretched between two different branes. If one regards a D-
brane as a boundary condition for a string worldsheet, such a situation
may appear absurd, but one must remember that up to now there does
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not exist a precise definition of the notion of a “boundary condition” at
the quantum level. Instead, one characterizes D-branes as solutions of
a complicated set of conditions (see Refs. [27, 18]), the most nontrivial
of which is the so-called Cardy condition. With such an axiomatic
definition of a D-brane, the situation described above is not ruled out.
If one adopts the second viewpoint, then the central problem is to
construct closed string correlators from the open ones. As mentioned
above, closed string states are related to infinitesimal deformations of
the open-string theory. Suppose for simplicity that there is only a sin-
gle D-brane in the theory, so that all the information is encoded in an
associative algebra A equipped with a BRST differential Q of ghost
number one and an invariant scalar product. The pair (A,Q) is called
a differential graded algebra (DG-algebra) by mathematicians. Equiv-
alence classes of deformations of these data are described by a certain
cohomology theory (Hochschild cohomology of (A,Q) with coefficients
in itself). The simplest conjecture is that the space of physical closed-
string states is isomorphic to the Hochschild cohomology of (A,Q).
At this point we must be more specific about the kind of string the-
ory we are talking about. In this paper we will only discuss topological
string theories. Let us recall how they are constructed. The starting
point is a unitary N = 2 d = 2 field theory which can be twisted to a
topological field theory. To get a string theory, one has to couple it to
topological gravity. On the level of the space of states, this operation
is very simple [42, 15]: each state of the TFT gives rise to an infi-
nite sequence of states of increasing ghost number. The first state in
this sequence is called a gravitational primary, and the rest are called
gravitational descendants. Tree level correlators of primaries can be
computed in the TFT, i.e. the coupling to topological gravity plays no
role for these correlators. In this paper we will only discuss such corre-
lators, and therefore topological gravity will play no role. The precise
conjecture we are making is that for topological strings the spectrum
of gravitational primaries is given by the Hochschild cohomology of the
category of topological D-branes.
This conjecture is very appealing, because many structures of the
open-closed string theory are then automatic. For example, the Hoch-
schild cohomology of any DG-algebra is itself a supercommutative al-
gebra, which may be identified with the algebra of observables in the
closed-string TFT. It also has a Lie-type bracket of degree −1, in agree-
ment with the findings of Refs. [46, 45, 30, 14, 35, 31]. Further, consider
the cohomology of Q, which may be regarded as the space of physical
open-string states. It turns out that this space has a natural structure
of a module over the Hochschild cohomology of (A,Q), and this allows
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one to define the bulk-boundary map. This will be discussed in more
detail below. Many axioms of open-closed TFT (see Ref. [27]) are then
easily verified.1
The assumption that there is only one D-brane is unrealistic. For
example, given a D-brane M0, one may consider direct sums of several
copies of M0, as well as more complicated bound states. If there are
many possible D-branes, then one has to take into account open strings
with different boundary conditions on the two ends. It is convenient
to think of a D-brane as an object of an additive (in fact C-linear)
category, and of the space of open strings between two D-branes as
the space of morphisms. Then the algebra of open string states for a
particular D-brane is its endomorphism algebra. BRST operators give
rise to differentials on all spaces of morphisms, so one is actually deal-
ing with a differential graded category (DG category). The grading is
given by the ghost number. To get the space of physical open-string
states between any two D-branes, one has to compute the cohomology
of the BRST operator on the space of morphisms. There is a notion
of Hochschild cohomology which classifies equivalence classes of de-
formations of such categories. Essentially, one lumps together all the
objects in the category into a single “total object” and considers the
Hochschild cohomology of its endomorphism algebra. This is equiva-
lent to thinking about a C-linear additive category as an “algebra with
many objects.” It is tempting to conjecture that the space of physi-
cal closed strings is isomorphic to the Hochschild cohomology of the
category of D-branes. A heuristic argument for this is explained in
the end of Section 2. Again, the space of physical open-string states
between any two D-branes is naturally a module over the Hochschild
cohomology, so the bulk-boundary maps are automatic.
Even when there are many possible D-branes, one can often find a D-
braneM0 such that all other D-branes can be obtained as bound states
of several copies of M0 and its anti-brane. In mathematical terms,
this means that the category of D-branes is equivalent to the category
of modules of some kind over the endomorphism algebra (which is
actually a DG-algebra) of M0. Then the Hochschild cohomology of
the category of D-branes coincides with the Hochschild cohomology of
the endomorphism algebra of M0. In the physical case, the role of M0
can be played by a space-filling brane.
1The Cardy condition is an exception in this regard. It seems to be a gener-
alization of the Hirzebruch-Riemann-Roch theorem, and its validity is not at all
obvious.
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One example where this prescription for reconstructing closed strings
is known to work is the topological B-model of a Calabi-Yau manifold
X. The algebra of closed string states is given by
(1) ⊕p,qH
p(ΛqTX).
The category of D-branes is believed to be equivalent to the bounded
derived category of X denoted Db(X). More precisely, it is a DG-
category whose derived category is believed to be equivalent to Db(X).
The appropriate cohomology to compute is the Hochschild cohomol-
ogy of the sheaf of algebras ØX , and one can show that the latter is
isomorphic to Eq. (1) [38]. This is discussed in more detail in the next
section.
In this paper we study another class of topological string theories:
topological Landau-Ginzburg models. The closed string sector has been
described by C. Vafa [39]. A simple description of the category of D-
branes in LG models has been proposed by M. Kontsevich and derived
from physical considerations in Refs. [21, 22, 5] (see also Ref. [28]).
It turns out that the category of D-branes can be thought of as the
category of CDG-modules over a certain commutative CDG-algebra,
where CDG stands for “curved differential graded.” (This notion is
explained in detail in Ref. [22] and will be recalled below.) For LG
models on smooth spaces many correlators have been computed [22].
In this paper we compute the Hochschild cohomology of the category
of Landau-Ginzburg branes and show that in this way we can recover
the closed string space of states, together with its algebra structure and
scalar product, as described in Ref. [39], as well as some open-closed
correlators, as described in Ref. [22].
One may also consider LG models on orbifolds. Such models are
particularly important because they provide an alternative description
of certain Calabi-Yau sigma-models (these are so-called Gepner mod-
els [11]). The closed-string spectrum for LG orbifolds has been de-
scribed by K. Intriligator and C. Vafa [20], but its interpretation in
mathematical terms has been lacking. We check in several examples
that the Hochschild cohomology of the category of D-branes on LG
orbifolds reproduces the results of Ref. [20] and others. Our examples
include the Gepner models for Fermat-type hypersurfaces in projective
spaces. A nice feature of the Hochschild cohomology approach is that
the 3-point closed-string correlators (i.e. the Yukawa couplings) and
the bulk-boundary maps come out automatically.
These results provide evidence that the conjectural identification of
the closed string sector with the Hochschild cohomology of the cate-
gory of D-branes is correct, at least for topological strings, and that
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certain simple open-closed correlators can be computed using the al-
gebraic structure of the Hochschild complex. Hopefully, multi-point
and higher-genus correlators can also be extracted from the Hochschild
complex. The technique based on the Hochschild complex could be
useful for the computation of the space-time superpotential for super-
string compactifications with D-branes based on Gepner models [11].
These open-closed superstring backgrounds have been studied in many
papers, see e.g. Refs. [36, 16, 4, 7, 6, 1, 19].
2. Definitions of the Hochschild cohomology
We begin by recalling various definitions of the Hochschild cohomol-
ogy of algebras, DG-algebras, and affine and projective varieties. We
will pick the most convenient definition and in the next section gener-
alize it to the case of CDG algebras relevant for the Landau-Ginzburg
models.
Let A be an associative algebra over C. The Hochschild cochain
complex (with coefficients in A) is the sequence of vector spaces
Cn(A) = HomC(A
⊗n, A), n = 0, 1, . . . ,
equipped with a differential δ : Cn(A) → Cn+1(A) defined by the
equation
(2) (δf)(a1, . . . , an+1) = a1f(a2, . . . , an)
+
n∑
i=1
(−1)if(a1, . . . , ai−1, aiai+1, ai+2, . . . , an)
+ (−1)n+1f(a1, . . . , an)an+1.
The cohomology of δ in degree n will be denoted HHn(A) and called
the Hochschild cohomology of A (with coefficients in A). The more
standard notation for it is HHn(A,A). Each 2-cocycle f(a1, a2) defines
an infinitesimal deformation of the associative product on A. That is,
if we define a new product by
a ⋆ b = ab+ tf(a, b), t ∈ C,
it will be associative to linear order in t if and only if δf = 0. Trivial in-
finitesimal deformations (i.e. infinitesimal deformations which lead to
an isomorphic algebra) are classified by 2-coboundaries, i.e. 2-cocycles
of the form δg for some 1-cochain g(a). Thus HH2(A) classifies nontriv-
ial deformations of the associative algebra structure on A. One can give
a similar interpretation to the total Hochschild cohomology HH∗(A):
it classifies infinitesimal deformations of A in the class of A∞ algebras,
associative algebras being a very special case of A∞ algebras [34].
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If A is a Z-graded or Z2-graded algebra, the Hochschild complex is
defined somewhat differently. Let Ap be the degree-p component of A,
so that Ap · Aq ⊂ Ap+q. An element f of C
n(A) is said to have an
internal degree p if
f(a1, . . . , an) ∈ Ap+k1+···+kn
whenever ai ∈ Aki . Thus each vector space C
n(A) is graded by the
internal degree, and we define the total degree of an element of C∗(A)
to be the sum of n and the internal degree. The Hochschild complex
is graded by the total degree, and the differential is given by
(3) (δf)(a1, . . . , an+1) = (−1)
a·f a1f(a2, . . . , an)
+
n∑
i=1
(−1)if(a1, . . . , ai−1, aiai+1, ai+2, . . . , an)
+ (−1)n+1f(a1, . . . , an)an+1.
Here and below whenever a symbol occurs in the exponential of (−1),
it is understood as its internal degree.
Similarly, let A = (A,Q) be a DG-algebra. The differential Q is a
degree-1 derivation Q : Ap → Ap+1 which satisfies Q2 = 0. Using Q,
we can make Cn(A) into a complex: one lets
(4) (Qf)(a1, . . . , an) = Q(f(a1, . . . , an))
−
n∑
i=1
(−1)v1+...+vi−1+f+n−1f(a1, . . . , ai−1, Qai, ai+1, . . . , an).
Thus on the bigraded vector space C∗(A) we have two differentials: Q,
which has internal degree 1 and n-degree 0, and δ, which has internal
degree 0 and n-degree 1. The total degree for both differentials is 1, and
it is easy to check that Q and δ commute. The Hochschild cohomology
of A is defined to be the cohomology of (−1)nQ+ δ. The vector space
HH2(A) classifies infinitesimal deformations of (A,Q) in the category
of DG-algebras, up to quasi-isomorphism. More generally, HH∗(A)
classifies deformations of (A,Q) regarded as an A∞ algebra.
Since Hochschild cochains are functions taking value in an algebra,
the Hochschild complex has an obvious algebra structure as well (given
by the multiplication of functions). The corresponding binary product
is called the cup product. The Hochschild coboundary operator δ is a
derivation of the cup product, and therefore the cup product descends
to Hochschild cohomology, making it into a Z-graded algebra. It was
noted for the first time by M. Gerstenhaber [12] that the latter algebra
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is always supercommutative, even if A is noncommutative. Gersten-
haber also discovered that there is a natural graded Lie bracket on
HH∗(A) of degree −1. The algebraic structure of HH∗(A) is formally
the same as that of the space of functions on a Z-graded supermanifold
equipped with a Poisson bracket of degree −1.
There is an equivalent definition of the Hochschild cohomology of an
algebra which has a nice geometric interpretation. It is this definition
that we will generalize in the next section. Suppose A is commutative;
then one can regard A as the algebra of functions on an affine scheme
X = Spec(A). Consider further A ⊗ A, its spectrum, Spec(A ⊗ A) =
X×X, and the diagonal ∆ ⊂ X×X. One can think of ∆ as a B-brane
(read: object of the bounded derived category) on X×X, and consider
its open-string spectrum (read: endomorphism algebra). It turns out
that the resulting algebra of physical open-string states is precisely the
Hochschild cohomology of A.
An algebraic version of this definition is also very concise. One can
think of A as a left-right bimodule over A, or equivalently as a module
over A ⊗ A (here we still assume that A is commutative). Then the
Hochschild cohomology of A is defined as
HH∗(A) = ExtA⊗A(A,A);
that is, it is the endomorphism algebra of A regarded as an object of
the derived category of modules over A⊗ A. If A is noncommutative,
then A is not a module over A ⊗ A, but it is a module over A ⊗ Aop,
where Aop is the opposite algebra of A. It turns out that in this more
general case we have:
HH∗(A) = ExtA⊗Aop(A,A).
To see how this comes about, we need to compute the endomorphisms
of ∆ in Db(X × X). That is, one has to take a projective resolution
of A regarded as a module over A ⊗ Aop, apply to it the operation
HomA⊗Aop(−, A), and evaluate the cohomology of the resulting complex
of vector spaces. The key point is that for any algebra A with a unit
there is a canonical resolution of A by free A⊗ Aop modules:
· · · −−−→ A⊗4 −−−→ A⊗3 −−−→ A⊗2.
Each term in this complex is a bimodule over A, which is the same as a
module over A⊗Aop. If we use this resolution to compute Ext∗(A,A),
we get the Hochschild complex.
If we turn our attention to projective or quasi-projective varieties (or
schemes) and their derived categories of coherent sheaves, several defi-
nitions of the Hochschild cohomology are possible. One possibility is to
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sheafify the Hochschild complex and take the hypercohomology of the
resulting complex of sheaves as the definition of Hochschild cohomol-
ogy of Db(X). This is the approach taken in Ref. [40] for Hochschild
homology; a similar definition of Hochschild cohomology is adopted in
Ref. [13]. Another possibility is to consider the diagonal subvariety
∆ ⊂ X ×X and define the Hochschild cohomology of X to be the en-
domorphism algebra of ∆ regarded as an object of Db(X×X) [38]. Re-
markably, all these definitions give the same result for quasi-projective
schemes [38]. M. Kontsevich interpreted the last definition of HH∗(X)
as computing the space of infinitesimal deformations of the bounded
derived category of coherent sheaves on X in the class of A∞ cate-
gories [25].
The special thing about the diagonal inX×X is that it is a geometric
object representing the identity functor from the category of D-branes
on X to itself. That is, if one takes a D-brane on X, pulls it back
to X × X using the projection to the first factor, tensors with the
diagonal object, and then pushes down toX using the projection to the
second factor, then one gets back the same D-brane, up to isomorphism.
Then endomorphisms of the diagonal D-brane parametrize infinitesimal
deformations of the identity functor, i.e. infinitesimal deformations
of the category of D-branes on X [25]. Thus it is natural to define
the Hochschild cohomology of the category of D-branes on X as the
endomorphism algebra of the diagonal D-brane on X ×X.
Using the “diagonal brane” definition, it is easy to see that for
smooth quasi-projective X the Hochschild cohomology is
(5) HHn(X) = ⊕p+q=nH
p(ΛqTX).
Indeed, if we are dealing with a B-brane on a manifold Z which cor-
responds to the structure sheaf of a smooth submanifold Y , then its
open string algebra is given by
⊕p,qH
p(ΛqNY ),
where NY is the normal bundle of Y in Z. The fermion number (i.e.
grade) is p + q. More precisely, this bigraded vector space is the first
term in a spectral sequence which converges to the space of physical
open strings [23]. In our case Z = X ×X, and Y = ∆, so NY = TX,
and the first term of the spectral sequence computing the space of
physical open string states for ∆ is precisely Eq. (5). The spectral
sequence actually collapses in this case, so the Hochschild cohomology
of X is given by Eq. (5).
More generally, one notes that instead of the canonical resolution
of the diagonal mentioned above one can take any other projective
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resolution. This is very useful, because the “canonical” resolution is
inconvenient for computations: even for A = C[x], the algebra of poly-
nomials in one variable, it has infinite length. In the next section we
will be mostly interested in the case when X is an affine space V ≃ Cn.
In this case a much more convenient free resolution of ∆ is known,
the Koszul resolution. To describe it, let x1, . . . , xn and y1, . . . , yn be
affine coordinates on V × V and let us introduce n fermionic variables
θ1, . . . , θn. Consider the vector space K of polynomial functions of all
these variables. It is graded by the negative of the fermion number. It
is easy to see that K is a free graded module over C[V ×V ] of rank 2n.
Consider the following linear map on K:
k =
n∑
i=1
(xi − yi)
∂
∂θi
Obviously, k is a degree-one endomorphism of K which squares to
zero. The pair (K, k) is the Koszul complex for ∆. One can check
that its cohomology is concentrated in degree zero and is isomorphic
to C[V × V ]/(x− y) ≃ C[V ].
M. Kontsevich conjectured [25] that the “diagonal brane” construc-
tion will work in a similar way for the category of A-branes on a Calabi-
Yau X. The category of A-branes is the derived category of the Fukaya
category, which is an A∞ category whose objects are, roughly speak-
ing, Lagrangian submanifolds with flat vector bundles. The diagonal
brane is the diagonal submanifold in X × X, where the second copy
of X is taken with a symplectic structure opposite to that on the first
copy.2 We will denote the second copy of X with a reversed symplectic
structure by Xop. The vector bundle on ∆ ⊂ X × Xop is taken to
be the trivial rank one bundle. Kontsevich conjectured that the en-
domorphism algebra of this diagonal brane, regarded as an object of
the derived Fukaya category, is isomorphic to the quantum cohomology
ring of X (which is the algebra of physical closed string states in the
A-model on X). This conjecture remains unproved.
One can give a general (although somewhat nonrigorous) argument
that the Hochschild cohomology of the category of D-branes defined as
the endomorphism algebra of the diagonal brane is the space of physical
2Apparently, reversing the sign of the symplectic form is analogous to passing
from A to Aop for B-branes. This analogy would have a natural explanation if the
Fukaya category were somehow related to the deformation quantization of (X, ω):
changing the sign of ω has the effect of replacing the quantized algebra of functions
on X with its opposite. A relation between the Fukaya category and deformation
quantization has been conjectured by many people, including one of the authors of
the present paper; unfortunately, the nature of such a relation remains elusive.
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closed string states. Consider a closed-string spherical worldsheet Σ on
which there lives some topological field theory T . We can reinterpret it
as an open-string disk worldsheet as follows. Let us draw an equatorial
circle (seam) on Σ and identify the upper and lower hemispheres by
means of an antiholomorphic map. Let T op be the image of T under
this map. (For B-model on a Calabi-Yau, T op is isomorphic to T ; for a
Landau-Ginzburg model, T op differs from T only by the reversal of the
sign of the superpotential; for A-model on a Calabi-Yau, T op differs
from T by the reversal of the sign of the symplectic structure.) Then
T living on Σ is equivalent to T ⊗T op living on the upper hemisphere,
with some gluing condition on the boundary. This gluing condition
corresponds to a D-brane on X × Xop, and it is chosen so that after
reinterpreting a T ⊗T op field configuration on the upper hemisphere as
a T field configuration on the union of upper and lower hemispheres,
the fields join smoothly on the boundary. This is a physical definition
of the diagonal brane. If a single closed-string operator is inserted on
Σ, we may choose the seam to pass through the insertion point, and
then we should be able to interpret it as an open-string operator in
T ⊗ T op inserted on the boundary of the disk. Continuing this line of
argument, we see that the algebra of physical closed-string states should
be isomorphic to the endomorphism algebra of the diagonal brane,
and that this isomorphism should identify the closed-string topological
metric with the open-string topological metric.3 In this paper we check
these statements in the case of topological Landau-Ginzburg models
on the affine space and on certain orbifolds of the affine space.
3. Landau-Ginzburg models on affine space
Consider a topological Landau-Ginzburg model on the affine space
V ≃ Cn with a polynomial superpotential W : V → C.4 To this data
one can associate a CDG-algebra, i.e. a Z2-graded algebra with an
odd derivation Q : A → A and an even element B ∈ A such that
Q2a = [B, a] for any a ∈ A. The derivation Q is sometimes called a
twisted differential (ordinary differentials satisfy Q2 = 0). The notion
of a CDG-algebra is a slight generalization of the notion of a (Z2-
graded) DG-algebra. In the Landau-Ginzburg case, A = C[V ] (the
algebra of polynomials on V ), Q = 0, and B = W . A CDG-module
3Recall that for any algebra or DG-algebra A its Hochschild cohomology has the
structure of a supercommutative algebra [12]. This is in agreement with the fact
that the algebra of physical closed-string states is always supercommutative.
4In what follows we will always assume that the critical set of W is compact; this
is necessary for the Landau-Ginzburg field theory to have a normalizable vacuum
state.
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over a CDG-algebra (A,Q,B) is a pair (M,D), where M is a graded
module over A and D is an odd derivation of M such that D2m = Bm
for any element m ∈M . In the Landau-Ginzburg case, Q = 0, so D is
simply an odd endomorphism of M satisfying D2 =W .
As explained in Refs. [21, 22], the category of D-branes for the topo-
logical LG model is equivalent to a DG-category whose objects are
free CDG-modules over the Landau-Ginzburg CDG-algebra, and mor-
phisms are morphisms between CDG modules. That is, the space of
morphisms between (M,D) and (M ′, D′) is a differential graded vector
space, which coincides with the space of morphisms between graded
modules M and M ′, as far as graded vector structure is concerned,
while the differential is
DMM ′(φ) = D
′ ◦ φ− (−1)|φ|φ ◦D, φ ∈ HomA(M,M
′).
One can make an ordinary category out of this DG-category by redefin-
ing morphisms between M and M ′ to be the cohomology of DMM ′.
This is the homotopy category of CDG-modules. In the affine case,
this is the same as the derived category of CDG-modules. The space of
physical open-string states is identified with the cohomology of DMM ′.
In particular, if we take M = M ′, then the algebra of physical open-
string states is identified with the endomorphism algebra of (M,D) in
the derived category of CDG-modules.
If M is a free Z2-graded module over A = C[V ], then the endomor-
phism algebra of M (in the category of graded A-modules) is simply
the algebra of matrices with entries in C[V ]. This algebra is graded in
an obvious way: endomorphisms which preserve the parity of elements
of M are considered even, while endomorphisms which flip the parity
are considered odd. If we order the generators ofM so that even gener-
ators go first, then elements of EndA(M) can be written as 2× 2 block
matrices with entries in A, where the diagonal blocks are even, and the
off-diagonal ones are odd. Such matrices are usually called supermatri-
ces (over A = C[V ]). The problem of finding solutions to the equation
D2 = W can be thought of as the problem of factorizing W into a
product of two identical odd supermatrices with polynomial entries.
We will sometimes refer to it as the matrix factorization problem.
The goal of this section is to compute the Hochschild cohomology
of the category of D-branes in topological LG models and to compare
it with the algebra of closed string states, which is known to be the
so-called Jacobi ring of W , i.e.
(6) JW = C[V ]/IW , IW = (∂1W, . . . , ∂nW ).
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But first we need to give a definition of the Hochschild cohomology of a
CDG-algebra. By analogy with the previous section, we would like to
define it as the endomorphism algebra of the “diagonal” brane on V×V ,
or more algebraically, as the endomorphism algebra of a A = C[V ]
regarded as an object of the derived category of CDG-bimodules over
itself. That is, we would like to regard A as a CDG-module over the
tensor product of (A, 0,W ) with its opposite. Since A is commutative,
one may ask why we are retaining the word “opposite” here. We claim
that in the world of CDG algebras taking an opposite of an algebra
includes changing the sign of the special element B. Indeed, suppose
we take some arbitrary CDG-algebra (A,Q,B). We cannot regard it
as a CDG-module over itself by simply setting D = Q, because the
defining relation for a CDG-module is D2(a) = Ba, while Q satisfies
Q2a = [B, a]. Next, if we consider the tensor product of (A,Q,B)
with (Aop, Q,B), we still cannot regard (A,Q,B) as a CDG-module
over this tensor product algebra, because setting D = Q still gives
D2(a) = [B, a], while the defining relation of the CDG-module gives in
this case
D2(a) = Ba+ aB.
However, if we take the tensor product of (A,Q,B) with (Aop, Q,−B),
then setting D = Q does make (A,Q) into a CDG-module over the
tensor product algebra.
In the Landau-Ginzburg case, this means that we define Hochschild
cohomology as the endomorphism algebra of (C[V ], 0,W ) regarded as
a B-brane on V × V with the superpotential W (x) − W (y), where
x, y are affine coordinates on the two copies of V . To compute this
endomorphism algebra, we have to replace (C[V ], 0,W ) by a free CDG-
module which is isomorphic to (C[V ], 0,W ) in the sense of the derived
category of CDG-modules.
We can simply guess the equivalent free CDG-module (a more rigor-
ous justification is given in the end of this section). IfW were zero, then
we would have to replace the structure sheaf of the diagonal with its free
resolution. Since we are dealing with CDG-modules, we have to find
instead a “twisted” resolution, i.e. a sequence of free C[V ×V ]-modules
and morphisms between them such that the composition of successive
morphisms is W instead of zero. Therefore, we will do the following.
We will take the Koszul resolution of the diagonal ∆ ⊂ V × V , fold
it modulo 2 (since our algebra is Z2-graded, complexes must also be
Z2-graded), and then deform in a natural way the differential into a
twisted differential. This will give us a free CDG-module on V × V ,
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and we will take its endomorphism algebra as the definition of the
Hochschild cohomology for the category of D-branes.
First let us see how this works for the one-variable case, where V ∼
C, and A = C[x]. We are considering the diagonal submanifold ∆ in
C2 given by the equation x = y. The Koszul resolution is very short:
C[x, y]
x−y
−−−→ C[x, y]
The folded resolution can be regarded as a Z2-graded module of the
form C[x, y]⊕ C[x, y] and the differential
D =
(
0 0
x− y 0
)
This is an honest differential satisfying D2 = 0. On the other hand,
a twisted differential would satisfy D2 = W (x) −W (y). The correct
deformation is obvious:
D =
(
0 W (x)−W (y)
x−y
x− y 0
)
Note that since W (x) and W (y) are polynomials, D has polynomial
entries. This matrix factorization has been previously considered in a
similar context in Ref. [24].
Above D was written as an odd supermatrix. Equivalently, we can
think about such supermatrices as differential operators on functions of
odd variables. (This is the approach we took in the last section to write
down the Koszul resolution). In the fermionic language the deformed
D looks as follows:
D = (x− y)
∂
∂θ
+
W (x)−W (y)
x− y
θ.
According to Ref. [21, 22, 5], the endomorphism algebra of this brane
is the cohomology of the following linear operator on the space of su-
permatrices with polynomial entries:
D : φ→ Dφ− (−1)|φ|φD,
where φ is a supermatrix. For the operator D as above, it is easy to
see that the cohomology is purely even and isomorphic to the quotient
vector space
C[x, y]/I, I =
(
x− y,
W (x)−W (y)
x− y
)
Obviously, this vector space is isomorphic to JW = C[x]/(∂xW (x)), as
claimed. In fact, it is easy to see that the isomorphism holds on the
level of algebras, rather than on the level of vector spaces.
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Next consider the case when V ≃ Cn. Let us introduce convenient
condensed notations:
(7) x = (x1, . . . , xn), y[i]x = (y1, . . . , yi, xi+1, . . . , xn)
and for a polynomial P ∈ C[x] define
(8) ∆i(P ) =
P (y[i−1]x)− P (y[i]x)
xi − yi
∈ C[x,y].
To write the correct free CDG-module (the twisted resolution of the
diagonal), we first write W (x)−W (y) as a sum of polynomials
(9) W (x)−W (y) =
n∑
i=1
(xi − yi)∆i(W ).
We want to writeW (x)−W (y) as D2, where D is a odd endomorphism
of free Z2-graded modules. The key point is that for each term ∆i(W )
we can accomplish this by mimicking the one-variable case. That is, if
we let
(10) Di = (xi − yi)
∂
∂θi
+∆i(W ) θi,
then Di is a odd endomorphism of free graded C[x, y]-modules which
satisfies D2i = ∆i(W ). Therefore if we let
(11) D =
n∑
i=1
Di,
we will get the desired D2 = W (x)−W (y). Moreover, if we take the
limitW → 0, the differential D will reduce to k, the Koszul differential
from the previous section. The corresponding matrix factorization has
been previously discussed in Ref. [24].
Since the differential is given by a sum, and we have computed the
cohomology of Di already, the cohomology of D is simply
C[V × V ]/I, I =
(
x1 − y1, . . . , xn − yn,∆1(W ), . . . ,∆n(W )
)
,
Obviously, this is isomorphic to Eq. (6).
We end this section by explaining why the D-brane Eq. (11) deserves
to be called the diagonal brane. The general definition of the diagonal
is that it represents the identity functor in the category of D-branes on
(Cn,W ). In the present case, this means the following. Let (R,D) be
the matrix factorization of W (x) −W (y) corresponding to Eq. (11).
Thus R is a free graded A ⊗ A-module, where A ≃ C[x], and D is an
odd endomorphism of R satisfying D2 = W (x) −W (y). Let (N,F )
be an arbitrary matrix factorization of W (y) representing some D-
brane on (Cn,W ). Thus N is a free graded A-module, and F is an odd
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endomorphism of N satisfying F 2 = W (y). Consider the graded tensor
product (R ⊗A N,D + F ). The module R ⊗A N is a free A-module,
and D + F satisfies
(D + F )2 = D2 + F 2 = (W (x)−W (y)) +W (y) = W (x).
Thus the pair (R⊗AN,D+F ) is a D-brane on (Cn,W ) (of infinite rank).
By definition, (R,D) is the diagonal iff (R⊗AN,D+F ) is isomorphic
to the original finite-dimensional brane (N,F ), for any (N,F ) (in the
homotopy category of CDG-modules). This statement was proved in
Ref. [24] (Prop. 23 of that paper).
4. LG orbifolds
4.1. Minimal model I. Consider the LG model with target C/Zn:
W0 = x
n, x ∼ ζx, ζ = e
2pii
n
According to Ref. [20], the chiral ring is simply the invariant part of
the Jacobi ring, which is C[x]/xn−1. In other words, there are no
chiral primaries in the twisted sectors. The only invariant is actually
the identity element. Let us check this using the diagonal B-brane
approach.
We consider a matrix factorization of the potential
W = xn − yn.
W is a function on C2 invariant under a Zn × Zn action
x→ ζkx, y → ζk+ly, k, l ∈ Z/n.
In other words, x has weight (1, 0), while y has weight (1, 1). The
corresponding twisted differential D is
D0(x, y) =
(
0
∏n−1
i=1 (x− ζ
iy)
x− y 0
)
D0 is regarded as an odd endomorphism of a free Z2-graded module
over C[x, y] of rank two, which we write as M0 = M
+
0 ⊕M
−
0 , where
M+0 ≃ C[x, y] is the even component, and M
−
0 ≃ C[x, y] is the odd
component.
We need to define a G = Zn ×Zn action on M0 so that M0 becomes
an equivariant module over C[x, y], and the twisted differential is an
equivariant endomorphism. A Zn action on a free module, like M
+
0
or M−0 , is completely specified once we specify the action on the unit
element, i.e. its weight. For the first Zn, we choose the weights to be 0
forM+0 and 1 forM
−
0 . This is the only way to make D0 equivariant, up
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to an overall shift of weights. For the second Zn, no choice of weights
works, so we have to equivariantize D0, i.e. to add “image branes”:
Dl(x, y) = D0(x, ζ
ly) =
(
0
∏n−1
i=0,i6=l(x− ζ
iy)
x− ζ ly 0
)
, l = 1, . . . , n−1.
Dl acts on a module Ml which is isomorphic toM0 as a Z2×Zn-graded
module. We take the diagonal brane M to be the direct sum of all
these branes, with the twisted differential D being the sum of all Dl,
l = 0, . . . , n − 1. D is equivariant with respect to the second Zn if we
let Zn act on the summands Ml by cyclic permutations.
Now let us compute the endomorphism algebra of the diagonal brane
(M,D). First we compute the endomorphisms disregarding the Zn×Zn
action, and then project onto the invariant part. Since M is a direct
sum, we can compute morphisms between the summands, and then sum
them up. It is also convenient to consider separately the morphisms
from a brane (Ml, Dl) to itself, and to its mirror images (Mk, Dk), k 6= l.
An easy computation shows that the endomorphisms of (Ml, Dl) (i.e.
the cohomology of Dl in the adjoint representation) is purely even and
is the Jacobi ring of W0. The space of morphisms between (Ml, Dl)
and (Mk, Dk) is purely odd and one-dimensional. A basis element of
this odd vector space will be called θl,k. Since the odd components
of Ml have weight 1 with respect to the first Zn, one can easily see
that θk,l has weight 1. Projecting with respect to the first Zn, we see
that no morphisms between a brane and its image survive. As for
endomorphisms of (Ml, Dl), only the invariant part of the Jacobi ring
(which consists only of the subspace spanned by the identity) survives.
Thus we get the direct sum of n copies of the trivial algebra. Finally,
we project with respect to the second Zn. This Zn cyclically permutes
all Ml, and therefore identifies all the n copies of the trivial algebra.
4.2. Minimal model II. This is a generalization of the previous sub-
section. We consider a LG model with target C/Zn and a superpoten-
tial
W0 = x
nm, n,m ∈ N.
The orbifold group acts by
x 7→ ζkx, k ∈ Z/n.
The analysis is very similar to the previous subsection. The untwisted
sector is the invariant part of the Jacobi ring. There are still n − 1
image branes, and morphisms between different images are odd and
have weight 1 under the first Zn action. Hence the twisted sector
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is killed by the first Zn projection. This agrees with the results of
Ref. [20].
4.3. Gepner model for a Calabi-Yau 0-fold. This is a LG orbifold
with a target C2/Z2 and superpotential
W0 = x
2
1 + x
2
2.
The Z2 action is diagonal (flips the sign of both variables). E. Witten’s
argument [44] shows that this is a Gepner model for the CY 0-fold
given as a hypersurface x21 + x
2
2 = 0 in P
1. The latter consists of two
points, so the corresponding chiral ring is two-dimensional (the direct
sum of two copies of the trivial algebra). Let us check this using the
diagonal brane approach.
We consider the superpotential
W = x21 − y
2
1 + x
2
2 − y
2
2 = W1(x1, y1) +W2(x2, y2).
To construct the diagonal brane, we factorize separatelyW1 andW2 and
then take the Z2-graded tensor product of the corresponding branes. If
we represent D1 and D2 by fermionic differential operators, this simply
means that we let D = D1 +D2, where D
2
1 = W1 and D
2
2 =W2. Since
D1 and D2 anticommute, this gives D
2 =W .
The factorizations ofW1 andW2 are taken as in the previous subsec-
tion. Then we have to equivariantize with respect to Z2×Z2. As above,
equivariance with respect to the first Z2 forces the odd component of
M to have weight 1, if the even component has weight 0. Hence odd
endomorphisms ofM have weight one, while even endomorphisms have
weight 0. Equivariance with respect to the second Z2 requires adding
a single “image brane” (M ′, D′), where M ′ ≃M , and D′ is
D′(x1, x2, y1, y2) = D(x1, x2,−y1,−y2).
The diagonal brane is the direct sum of (M,D) and its image (M ′, D′).
Let us compute its endomorphism algebra and then project onto the
Z2 × Z2-invariant part. First consider the endomorphisms of M and
M ′. Since bothM andM ′ have factorized form (they are graded tensor
products of M1 and M2), we can compute the endomorphisms of M1
andM2 and then tensor them. From the previous subsection we known
that the endomorphism algebras of M1 and M2 are trivial (spanned by
the identity). Hence the endomorphism algebras of M and M ′ are also
trivial. They also survive the first Z2 projection, while the second Z2
projection identifies them.
Now consider morphisms fromM toM ′. Using the results of the pre-
vious subsection, we see that the space of morphisms is one-dimensional
and spanned by θ
(1)
0,1⊗θ
(2)
0,1, where θ
(i)
0,1 spans the space of morphisms from
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Mi to its image under the second Z2. Thus the space of morphisms
fromM to M ′ is purely even and one-dimensional. Since both θ’s have
weight 1 under the first Z2, their product has weight 0 and survives
the first Z2 projection. Finally, the second Z2 projection identifies
morphisms from M to M ′ and from M ′ to M . Thus the twisted sector
contributes a single even element to the chiral ring. It is easy to see
that this element squares to identity. Thus the endomorphism algebra
of the diagonal brane isomorphic to the group ring of Z2. This is the
desired result.
4.4. Gepner model for a Calabi-Yau n− 2-fold. We consider the
superpotential W = xn1 + . . .+ x
n
n on C
n with a diagonal Zn action:
xi 7→ ζxi.
This is a Gepner model for the Fermat hypersurface xn1 + . . .+ x
n
n = 0
in Pn−1. Let us compute the endomorphisms of the diagonal brane.
The computation proceeds along the same lines as in the previous sub-
section. We now have n− 1 image branes (with respect to the second
Zn). The untwisted sector gives us the invariant part of the Jacobi
ring. Morphisms between a brane and its image have the form
⊗n−1i=0 θ
(i)
k,l
Each θ is odd and has weight 1 under the first Zn, so the product
has weight 0 and survives the first Zn projection. It is even or odd
depending on whether n is even or odd. The second Zn projection
identifies all the twisted sector states with the same value of k − l.
Hence the twisted sector contributes n − 1 states to the chiral ring
(labeled by k − l mod n).
Let us compare this with the B-model of the Fermat hypersurfaces.
The case n = 2 has been discussed in the previous subsection. For n = 3
the Fermat hypersurface is a cubic curve in P2, i.e. an elliptic curve. Its
B-model is isomorphic to the exterior algebra with two odd generators,
i.e. it has two-dimensional even subspace and two-dimensional odd
subspace. On the LG side, the untwisted sector is spanned by 1, x1x2x3
(the invariant part of the Jacobi ring), while the twisted sector is odd
and two-dimensional. Thus the two agree, as Z2-graded vector spaces.
One can check that the ring structure also agrees.
For n = 4 the Fermat hypersurface is a quartic in P3, i.e. a K3
surface. The B-model is a purely even algebra of dimension 24. On
the other hand, the Z4-invariant part of the Jacobi ring is easily seen
to have dimension 21. The twisted sector gives the other 3 states.
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For n = 5 we are dealing with a quintic in P4. The B-model has
both an even and odd components. The even component has dimension
204. The odd component has dimension 4. It is easy to show that the
invariant part of the Jacobi ring is indeed 204-dimensional. The odd
component comes entirely from the twisted sector.
5. Open-closed correlators for some Landau-Ginzburg
models
5.1. Closed topological metric from the open one. In this sub-
section we discuss how to deduce the 3-point topological closed-string
correlators (the Yukawa couplings) in the diagonal brane approach and
show that the result agrees with the conventional approach [39].
The closed strings form a supercommutative Frobenius algebra Acl:
there is a trace map Acl
trF−→ C, which defines the scalar product on Acl
and determines the 3-point correlator of closed string operators
(12) (a, b) = trF(ab), 〈abc〉 = trF(abc).
The algebra of open-string states Aop has the Acl-linear ‘boundary
trace’ map Aop
trb−→ Acl, which expresses the boundary state corre-
sponding to a boundary with an open string operator insertion. The
composition of the boundary and Frobenius traces Tr = trFtrb deter-
mines the scalar product and the 3-point correlator for open strings:
(13) (A,B) = trb(AB), 〈ABC〉 = trb(ABC).
The conjectured correspondence between the diagonal D-brane states
and the closed string states implies that the Frobenius trace on Acl
should be equal to the combined trace Tr on the diagonal D-brane
states. This would also imply the equality between their scalar products
and 3-point correlators.
We will verify the equivalence of Frobenius and combined traces for
a topological LG model with the superpotential W (x) ∈ C[x]. In this
case the algebra of closed strings is the Jacobi algebra JW of Eq. (6)
and the Frobenius trace tr
x
was determined by C. Vafa in Ref. [39]:
(14) tr
x
(p) =
1
(2πi)n
∮
p dx1 ∧ . . . ∧ dxn
∂1W . . . ∂nW
, p ∈ C[x].
The integrand in this formula is a meromorphic n-form, and the inte-
gration goes over a Lagrangian n-cycle defined by the equations
|∂iW | = ǫi > 0, i = 1, . . . , n.
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The boundary trace formula for a B-brane in a LG model, presented
by a matrix factorization, was derived in Ref. [22] (see also Ref. [17]):
(15) trb(O) = (1/n!) STr
(
(∂D)∧nO
)
,
where O is an endomorphism regarded as a supermatrix with polyno-
mial entries, STr is the supertrace, and
(16) (∂D)∧n =
∑
σ∈Sn
(−1)sign(σ) ∂σ(1)D · · ·∂σ(n)D,
where Sn is the symmetric group of n elements.
Since the space of endomorphisms of the diagonal B-brane is isomor-
phic (up to the BRST equivalence) to the Jacobi ring JW (x), to prove
the equivalence between closed- and open-string traces it is sufficient
to show that
(17) trFtrb(f(x)Id) = trx(f).
Here f(x) is any polynomial, and Id is the identity endomorphism of
the diagonal B-brane.
The relation (17) has an interesting algebraic corollary. Let A∗ be
the dual space of an algebra A, then the multiplication map A
m
−→ A⊗A
has a dual map A∗ ⊗ A∗
∆
−→ A∗, which is called comultiplication. The
scalar product (12) establishes a canonical isomorphism between the
Frobenius algebra Acl = C[x]/IW and its dual, so there is a comultipli-
cation map
(18) Acl
∆
−→ Acl ⊗ Acl
with the property
(19) ∆(a) = (a⊗ 1)∆(1) = (1⊗ a)∆(1).
The relation (17) implies that
(20) trb(Id) = ∆(1) ∈ (C[x]/IW )⊗ (C[y]/IW ).
As the first step of proving the relation (17), we are going to derive
a convenient formula for trb(Id):
(21) trb(Id) =
1
(2n)!
STr(∂D)∧2n = det ||∆i(∂jW )||
n
i,j=1
where ∂jW (x) = ∂W (x)/∂xj and ∆i is defined by Eq. (8). Indeed, if
we expand the 2n-th power of the sum (10), then the supertrace of an
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individual monomial is zero, unless it contains all θ’s and all ∂/∂θ’s.
Therefore, if we lump all variables together z = (x,y), then
(22) STr(∂D)∧2n =
(2n)!
2n
∑
σ∈S2n
(−1)sign(σ)
n∏
i=1
Ci[zσ(2i), zσ(2i+1)],
where
(23) Ci[zj , zk] = STri
(
∂Di
∂zj
∂Di
∂zk
)
,
while Di is defined by Eq. (10) and STri denotes the trace over the
space (1, θi). A direct computation shows that if {zj , zk}∩{xi, yi} = ∅,
then Ci[zj , zk] = 0 and the only non-zero factors are
Ci[xj , yi] = −Ci[yi, xj] = ∆i(∂jW ), j ≤ i,(24)
Ci[xi, yj] = −Ci[yj, xi] = ∆i(∂jW ), j ≥ i.(25)
Thus, a non-zero supertrace STri must contain at least one derivative
over an i-th variable (x or y). The distributions of derivatives over the
supertraces, which do not produce zero factors, can be enumerated by
the elements σ ∈ Sn: if σ(i) = i, then the supertrace (23) includes
the derivatives over xi and yi; if σ(i) 6= i, then one derivative of (23)
should be over the σ(i)-th element of the list y[i]x and the other should
be either over xi or over yi depending on whether σ
−1(i) > i or σ−1(i) <
i. This combinatorics together with the expressions (24) leads to the
formula (21).
It remains to apply the Frobenius trace to the r.h.s. of Eq. (21) mul-
tiplied by f(x). To do this, it is convenient to assume that all critical
points of W are non-degenerate. Since the set of such superpotentials
is an open and dense subset of all admissible superpotentials, and the
l.h.s. of Eq. (17) is a continuous function of the coefficients of W , it
is sufficient to prove Eq. (17) in this special case. For W with only
non-degenerate critical points, the trace function Eq. (14) becomes
(26) trF(p) =
∑
crit W
p(x)
HessW (x)
,
where HessW denotes the Hessian ofW , and the sum is over all critical
points of W . Thus we simply have to evaluate the r.h.s. of Eq. (21) at
the critical points of W (x) −W (y), which are pairs of critical points
of W (x).
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Let x and y be two critical points of W . If x 6= y, then trb(Id) = 0
in view of Eq. (21)5. Indeed, let
ri = (∆i(∂jW ))
n
j=1
be the rows of the matrix of Eq. (21). Obvious cancellations lead to
the following identity:
(27)
n∑
i=1
(xi − yi) ri = (∂jW (x)− ∂jW (y))
n
j=1.
Since x and y are critical points ofW , the r.h.s. of this equation is zero,
and if x 6= y, then this means that the rows ri are linearly dependent,
and the determinant in Eq. (21) is equal to zero.
Thus, only the critical points on the diagonal, i.e. the ones for which
x = y, contribute to the sum (26). ExpandingW into a Taylor series to
quadratic order, one can easily see that the r.h.s. of Eq. (21) evaluated
on such a critical point is equal to HessW . Hence we get:
(28) trFtrb(f(x)Id) =
∑
crit W
f(x)
HessW (x)
= tr
x
(f).
This completes the proof of Eq. (17).
As another example, let us deduce the topological closed-string met-
ric for the elliptic curve at the Fermat point, using the LG representa-
tion and the diagonal brane approach. First, let us state the expected
answer. The closed-string algebra of an elliptic curve is isomorphic to
the exterior algebra with two generators ξ1, ξ2. Thus the space of phys-
ical closed-string states is four-dimensional, with two-dimensional even
subspace (the sum of H0(ØX) and H
1(TX)) and two-dimensional odd
subspace (the sum of H0(TX) and H
1(ØX)). The trace on this algebra
is nonvanishing only on the one-dimensional subspace spanned by ξ1ξ2,
which geometrically corresponds to H1(TX).
In the LG approach, the states corresponding to ξ1 and ξ2 come from
the twisted sector, while 1 and ξ1ξ2 span the Z3-invariant part of the
Jacobi ring of the superpotential
W = x31 + x
3
2 + x
3
3.
If we think about the closed-string space of states as the endomorphism
algebra of a diagonal brane on (C3/Z3)× (C
3/Z3), then the endomor-
phisms corresponding to ξ1 and ξ2 are off-diagonal (they correspond to
strings from a brane to one of its images under a Z3), and it follows
from Eq. (15) that their trace vanishes. As for the endomorphisms
5We are thankful to Christiaan Hofman for pointing out an error in our original
proof and for suggesting the correct one.
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corresponding to 1 and ξ1ξ2, they are insensitive to the orbifolding and
their properties are exactly the same as in the LG model on the affine
space. We already know that the open-string trace for these endo-
morphisms coincides with the closed-string trace Eq. (14), provided we
correctly identify endomorphisms with the elements of the Jacobi ring.
The endomorphism 1 corresponds to the identity in the Jacobi ring and
its trace is zero, according to Eq. (14). The endomorphism ξ1ξ2 (which
geometrically represents a basis element for H1(T )) corresponds to the
element x1x2x3 in the Jacobi ring, and its trace is a nonzero constant,
according to Eq. (14). Thus we have recovered the correct Yukawa
couplings for the elliptic curve by regarding the closed-string algebra
as the Hochschild cohomology of the category of D-branes for the cor-
responding LG orbifold.
5.2. Bulk-boundary maps. Let us consider the simplest open-closed
correlator: 2-point function on a disk, with one boundary and one bulk
insertion. It can be regarded as a linear function
Aop ⊗ Acl → C.
Using the topological metric on Vo, it can also be regarded as a map
ι : Acl → Aop.
This is known as the bulk-boundary map; it is the dual of the boundary
trace trb. Of course, for every choice of a D-brane, we get a Aop, and
therefore there are as many maps ι as there are D-branes. Axioms of
Topological Field Theory with boundaries require ι to be an algebra
homomorphism. In this subsection we will demonstrate that the bulk-
boundary map comes for free if we identify Acl with the Hochschild
cohomology of the category of topological D-branes. We will also check
in some examples that the resulting bulk-boundary map is the correct
one, i.e. it coincides with the one derived by physical methods.
Let A = (A,Q,B) be a CDG algebra, and suppose the category of
D-branes is the derived category of CDG modules over A. (The case
of DG algebras and modules is a special case of this, corresponding to
B = 0.) Consider6 the Hochschild cohomology of A, defined as
HH∗(A) = Ext∗A⊗Aop(A,A).
That is, it is the endomorphism algebra of A regarded as an object of
the derived category of modules over A⊗Aop. LetM be some object of
the derived category of modules over A, and let φ be an endomorphism
6The following construction was explained to us by D. Orlov.
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ofM. Then for any element α ∈ HH∗(A) we may consider α⊗φ, which
is an endomorphism of
A⊗AM∈ D
b(A).
But the latter object is isomorphic to M. Hence we may regard α⊗ φ
as as endomorphism of M. Thus we get a linear map
κM : HH
∗(A)⊗ End(M)→ End(M).
Obviously, this makes End(M) a (left) graded module over HH∗(A).
Similarly, one can define the right HH∗(A)-module structure on End(M).
More generally, if we consider any two objects M and N , the space of
morphisms between them has a natural structure of a graded bimodule
over HH∗(A). We define the bulk-boundary map ιM to be
(29) ιM(α) = κM(α⊗ 1).
It is trivial to see that this is an algebra homomorphism, as required.
Let us perform a simple check of this prescription for defining ι. In
the case of a LG model on an affine space V , the disk correlator has
been computed in Ref. [22], and the corresponding bulk-boundary map
is given by
(30) ιM : f 7→ f idM
where f is an element of the Jacobi ring JW = C[V ]/∂W , and idM is
the identity endomorphism of a free CDG-module M = (M,D) over
the CDG algebra (C[V ], 0,W ). It is implicit in this formula that f is
lifted to a polynomial on V . Although lifting an element of the Jacobi
ring to an element of C[V ] involves a choice, the above formula for ιM
is well-defined. Indeed, if we replace f by
f +
n∑
i=1
gi∂iW
where gi are some polynomials on V , then ιM(f) will change by[
D,
∑
i
gi∂iD
]
,
which is homotopic to zero (or in other words, is BRST-trivial).
On the other hand, we established in Section 3 that the Jacobi ring
is isomorphic to the endomorphism algebra of the “diagonal brane” on
V × V , the isomorphism being given by
f 7→ f idR,
where R is the twisted Koszul resolution of the diagonal in V ×V . From
this it follows that the HH∗(A)-module structure on End(M) is very
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simple: it is induced by the A-module structure on EndA(M). Hence
the abstract map ιM defined in Eq. (29) coincides with Eq. (30).
6. Discussion
In this paper we have shown that for topological Landau-Ginzburg
models on the affine space (as well as on some quotients of the affine
space) the algebra of physical closed-string states7 is isomorphic to
the Hochschild cohomology of the category of D-branes. The algebra
structure on the Hochschild cohomology is given by the standard cup
product. Moreover, using the open-string topological metric (in math-
ematical terms, the Serre functor on the category of D-branes), one can
define a scalar product on the Hochschild cohomology, making it into
a supercommutative Frobenius algebra. We showed that this scalar
product agrees with the closed-string topological metric.
An important question is whether more complicated correlators can
be deduced by studying the Hochschild cohomology of the category of
D-branes. This is not completely trivial even at tree level (i.e. in genus
zero). While two- and three-point correlators of gravitational primaries
in genus zero are encoded in the Frobenius algebra structure, higher-
point correlators can be described by a germ of a Frobenius manifold
(whose tangent space at the base point is the Frobenius algebra just
mentioned.) In the case of the B-model of a Calabi-Yau manifold, the
corresponding formal Frobenius manifold was constructed in Ref. [2].
Frobenius manifolds related to Landau-Ginzburg models are discussed
in many papers, see e.g. Ref. [32]. It would be interesting to understand
how to construct all these Frobenius manifolds in a uniform manner,
starting from natural algebraic structures on the Hochschild complex of
a category of topological D-branes. The key property needed for such
a construction seems to be the existence of the open-string metric, i.e.
a trivial Serre functor, on the category of D-branes.
A further question is how to reconstruct open-closed correlators. We
only considered the simplest example (disk correlator with one bound-
ary and one bulk insertion) and showed how to recover it from the
HH∗(A)-module structure on the space of endomorphisms of any D-
brane.
Although in this paper we have focused on topological string the-
ories, it is tempting to conjecture that something similar holds for
bosonic strings. A matter CFT with central charge c = 26 coupled
to diffeomorphism ghosts can be thought of as a topological field the-
ory [9, 29, 10, 3, 33, 43] and can be coupled to topological gravity in
7We are talking about gravitational primaries only.
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the usual manner. This gives an alternative description of the bosonic
string, which is similar to that of topological string theory. However,
the physical spectrum of the bosonic string theory is related not to
the BRST cohomology of the TFT, but to its semi-relative cohomol-
ogy [46, 43, 15]. In particular, one cannot classify physical states as
being gravitational primaries or descendants, in general, and it is not
clear what the relation between physical closed string states and the
Hochschild cohomology could be. A good example to look at is non-
critical bosonic string theory with c < 1. Some of the bosonic c < 1
backgrounds are equivalent in a nontrivial way to topological string
theories of the kind discussed in this paper [42, 9, 8, 29], and it would
be interesting to rephrase our results in terms of the conventional for-
mulation of the bosonic string.
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